GREEN’R
The ECOLABEL Hygiene Benchmark

For a GREEN’R life!
GREEN’R - the complete solution for ecological cleaning with the guarantee of an impeccable result

- Basic ingredients of plant origin
- Very efficient hygienic products at low dose
- Phosphate free, phthalate free
- Nontoxic or harmful for the environment
- Reduced risk of allergies
- Use of recycled packaging
- A safe product for the end-user with the logo

**Fabric**

**GREEN’R PERFECT WASH**

Super-concentrated high-performance washing powder

Incorporating news technologies, it allows effective cleaning at 30°C. It enables you to achieve maximum results with a minimum dose, even in very hard water. Excellent at removing grease and stains, and providing outstanding results at low doses on all types of laundry it cares for fabrics and colors. It has a fresh, lasting scent.

GREEN’R PERFECT WASH contains no phosphate or zeolite.

Lightly perfumed, fresh and persistent powder, 15kg = 2.1 tonnes of clean laundry

**References**

15kg / pail 7kg / bag refill 7kg
High-performance washing liquid
Highly concentrated, it washes effectively at even the lowest temperature. Used at low doses, it cares for textiles and colours while bringing out their original beauty. Developed for optimal dosing even in hard water, it prevents limescale build-up in washing machines. The subtle fragrance leaves a fresh, pleasant and lasting scent on your laundry.

References
6 x 3L / 2 x 5L / 10L / 20L / 60L / 200L

Perfumed softener for all types of fabrics
Brings softness, Reduces static electricity build-up, Facilitates the ironing. Especially designed for automatic dosing (Ecological OPL system). Perfume: Lavender.

References
2 x 5L / 10L / 20L / 200L
Cleaning all surfaces, including floors and windows

GREEN’R WIND

Cleaning of glass, shiny and laminated surfaces
GREEN’R WIND is an ecological ready-to-use cleaner. It is designed to clean glass, shiny and laminated surfaces, including food areas. It is formulated to dry quickly without leaving marks or fog and leaves a pleasant fragrance of spring flowers when used.

References
12 x 750ml / 2 x 5L

POWERFUL NON-FOAMING DEGREASER

GREEN’R ALL INDUS

Ensures an efficient cleaning of heavily soiled floors within industries, garages and institutional area. Acts quickly on mineral and organic soils. Especially develop for floor care devices. Can be used to restore heavily soiled floors. Leaves a gentle perfume. Non foaming and safe for use in food area. At low dosage, can be used for a regular cleaning of supermarket/industry floors.

References
2 x 5L / 20L / 200L
Ready-to-use multi-purpose degreaser
Powerful and non-classified ready-to-use detergent, Green’R Easy All clean, removes fats from all washable hard surfaces, doors, working tables and leaves a shiny gloss. It acts quickly and let a gentle sweet fruity smell. Perfect to clean the kitchen area. Suitable for use in food area.

References
12 x 750mL / 2 x 5L

GREEN’R ALL
Highly effective multi-purpose cleaner
Diluted, for use by hand or machine, this ecological non-foaming cleaner floors and surfaces without leaving any marks. It is fast-acting and has a pleasant, gentle fruity fragrance. It is perfect for cleaning kitchen floors and surfaces.

NOTE: In the case of protected floors or fragile surfaces, we recommend the use of GREEN’R FLOORS.

References
12 x 1L / 2 x 5L / 20L
Cleaning all surfaces, including floors

**GREEN’R HYDR’O FLOORS**

All purpose cleaner
Cleans efficiently all types of floors and surfaces (fragile, protected or not) in a gentle way. Non foaming formula suitable for use in automatic floor device. No rinse needed, leaves no residue on the floor. Leave a gentle fruity smell. 1 water soluble dose (8g) = 1 bucket (8 l) of water. Suitable for use in food area.

Reference
Box of 5 boxes with 50 water-soluble doses of 8g

**GREEN’R EASY CLEAN**

Ready-to-use multi-purpose cleaner
Powerful and non-classified ready-to-use detergent, Green’R Easy Clean removes grease from all the washable hard surfaces, doors, working tables, modern surfaces and leaves a shiny gloss. It acts quickly leaving a gentle sweet floral smell. Suitable for use in food area.

References
12 x 750mL / 2 x 5L

**GREEN’R FLOORS**

Gently effective multi-purpose cleaner
Diluted, for use by hand or machine, this ecological, pH-neutral, non-foaming cleaner is approved for contact with food and guarantees effective cleaning of all washable floors and surfaces, including protected floors and fragile surfaces. Adapted for regular maintenance, it restores brilliance and shine. It is fast-acting and has a pleasant, soft and fresh floral scent without leaving marks. GREEN’R FLOORS has very little impact on the environment but is still more effective than other leading market brands.

References
250 x 20ml / 12 x 1L / 4 x 1L (easy dosing flask) / 2 x 5L
Hand-washing of dishes
A highly concentrated ecological cleaner intended for the hand-washing of dishes, what ever the water hardness. It cleans and degreases extremely effectively.
It makes dishes sparkle without leaving marks helps fast drying and is kind to your hands. GREEN'R HAND DISH combines maximum efficiency with respect for your skin and the environment. Fragrance and dye free in accordance with Ecolabel regulations on manual dishwashing products for professional use.

References
12 x 1L / 2 x 5L

Dishwasher powder
It cleans, degreases, removes stains and shines all your dishes without leaving marks
Ultra concentrated compared to a tradional product.
Green'R Dish does not contact Chlorine and has a mild lemon fragrance.

Reference
10kg (+dosing spoon)

All-in-1 Dishwashing Tablets (18g)
Tablet for dishware washing in household or semi-professional dishwashers.
With its all-in-1 formula it combines an efficient alkaline and anti-scaling system with a rinse-aid agent, Green'R Tabs removes fats and perfectly cleans the dish ware.
The water-soluble packaging avoids all contact between the user and the tablets.

Reference
2.7 kg bucket (150 tabs with water-soluble film)

Degreaser and oven cleaner
Highly effective degreaser for grease deposits and cooking stains. This ready-to-use degreaser is perfect in food handling areas for washing ovens, boilers, hotplates, spits.
It facilitates the easy removal of grease deposits and cooking stains.
GREEN'R DEGREASER is your ecological partner against difficult kitchen staining.
Lemon fragrance. Foaming head on 750ml bottle.

References
6 x 750ml / 2 x 5L (+ trigger spray)
New, Ecologically Certified System For Auto-Dosing Dishwashing Machines

**GREEN’R LUFRACHTIF**

Highly concentrated dishwasher liquid detergent

Used in all water hardness conditions, suitable for autodosing. Formulated to prevent limescale deposits in the dishwasher and on dishes. It shines all your dishes without leaving marks, rapid drying optimized in combination with GREEN’R RINSE.

One 10.5 l drum = 20 l of traditional product.

Reference
10.5L

**GREEN’R RINSE**

Highly concentrated rinse aid for dishwashing machines

Autodosed rinse aid suitable for all water hardness conditions. Combined with GREEN’R LUFRACHTIF, GREEN’R RINSE preserves the shine and brightness of dishes and eliminates dullness from glassware.

Promotes rapid drying.

One 5 l drum = 10 l of traditional product.

Reference
2 x 5L
Hand and body soap
GREEN'R HAND WASH is suitable for frequent use and its natural additives leave a silky finish. GREEN'R HAND WASH is available for a refillable dispenser or in a convenient free standing hand pump. Almond or olive fragrance.

References
Almond - 12 x 500 ml / 12 x 1 L airless / 2 x 5 L
Olive - 12 x 500 ml / 2 x 5 L

GREEN'R MECHANIC SOAP

Hand Soap for Workshop
GREEN'R MECHANIC SOAP is suitable for a frequent washing of heavily soiled hands (grease...). With its formulation based on bamboo micro-beads, this hand-soap removes easily and quickly the hardest soils. Almond perfume – fresh and discreet.

Reference
12 x 500 ml – 2 x 5 L (+ 1 pump 3,5 ml)
Bathroom and Washroom

GREEN’R POWER SANIT
Concentrated toilet and bathroom cleaner
Green’R power Sanit ensures efficient and effective daily cleaning, eliminating scale and soap residue. It restores the shine to all bathroom and sanitary surfaces. Must be diluted in accordance with instructions. Approved for contact with food preparation surfaces.

References
2 x 5L - 4 x 1L One 2 dose

GREEN’R SANIT
Toilet and bathroom cleaner complies with regulations on contact with foodstuffs
Ready to use, it ensures perfect cleaning. Green’R Sanit prevents and eliminates limescale and restores shine without leaving marks. A non-aggressive product it is ideal for use on sinks, tiles enamel etc... and leaves a subtle fragrance. Foaming head on 750 ml bottle.

References
12 x 750ml / 2 x 5

GREEN’R WC
Descaling cleaning gel for toilet basins and urinals
In gel form for prolonged contact and greater efficiency, it deep cleans and removes even the toughest limescale deposits. It deodorises your toilets basins and urinals, leaving a pleasant, fresh scent of rosemary. Regular use possible with no danger to septic tanks.

Reference
10 x 750ml

GREEN’R Hand dish

Concentrated toilet and bathroom cleaner
Green’R power Sanit ensures efficient and effective daily cleaning, eliminating scale and soap residue. It restores the shine to all bathroom and sanitary surfaces. Must be diluted in accordance with instructions. Approved for contact with food preparation surfaces.

References
2 x 5L - 4 x 1L One 2 dose
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Date of creation</strong></th>
<th>1992</th>
<th>1989</th>
<th>1992</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area</strong></td>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>Scandinavia</td>
<td>80 countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aim: raw materials</strong></td>
<td>Minimum use of raw materials. Biodegradable surfactant. Restrictions on the use of material which is not biodegradable. Ban on hazardous material (such as CMR, EDTA, NTA, ...). To avoid contamination with other products which are not Ecolabel.</td>
<td>Minimum use of raw materials. Biodegradable surfactant. Restrictions on the use of material which is not biodegradable. Ban of hazardous material (such as CMR, EDTA, NTA, ...).</td>
<td>Based on raw materials coming from renewable sources (vegetal, animal or mineral). No petrochemicals. Exception for specific raw materials with no available natural alternatives. Limited level of ethoxylated surfactants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aim: Achievement</strong></td>
<td>Evaluation by an approved independent laboratory. Product performance is tested against a market benchmark or a standard product.</td>
<td>Evaluation of the products’ performance in the field. Test report confirmed by the certified organisation.</td>
<td>No performance test required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aim: Packaging</strong></td>
<td>Restriction on the quantity of packaging. Promotes concentrated products.</td>
<td>Restriction on the quantity of packaging. Promotes concentrated products.</td>
<td>Recyclable primary packaging. Secondary packaging to be avoided or should be based on recycled or renewable source. Individual doses forbidden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remarks:</strong></td>
<td>Annual monitoring audit. Won't accredit disinfectant products. External, time consuming certification process.</td>
<td>External audit process. Widely accepted professional reference for a broad range of products (dishwashing and textiles for example).</td>
<td>Yearly control audit. Unique referential for all types of detergents. Disinfectant accepted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Your approach to hygiene with a commitment to environmental preservation

Offering quality, safety, effectiveness and service, while also striving to meet the demands of your clientele and committing to environmental preservation, means choosing the GREEN‘R range of hygiene products.

Performing as well as or better than market-leading products, the EUROPEAN UNION ECOLABEL and NORDIC ECOLABEL identifies products that have a reduced impact on the environment. ECOCERT LABEL guarantees that raw materials arise from renewable sources.

Therefore, using a product from the GREEN‘R range of products which has been granted this label, and following its instructions for use, contributes to reducing water pollution, waste production and energy consumption.

Obtaining this EUROPEAN LABEL requires that the following criteria be met:

- Very strict specifications
- Rigorous performance criteria
- Optimal dosages for use
- Ultimately biodegradable in aerobiosis or anaerobiosis
- Controlled ecotoxicity
- Reduced packaging materials that meet recycling requirements

A product bearing the EUROPEAN UNION ECOLABEL or NORDIC ECOLABEL is therefore a guarantee of:

- Having instructions for use that respects the environment
- Effective cleaning
- Reduction in the total amount of chemical products used
- Reduced and limited use of substances that are toxic and dangerous for the aquatic environment
- Prevention of harmful risks for human health related to the use of hazardous substances
- Reduction of packaging material

The EUROPEAN UNION ECOLABEL and NORDIC ECOLABEL are accredited under European and British Law.